There is a difference.

Shelti Pro Foos™ III
Model# AS-Y-AB
Coin-Operated

Dimensions
Length: 142.2 cm
Width: 76.2 cm
Height: 127 cm with rods
Shipping Weight: 375 lbs (170.1 kg)

Assembly
Approximately 15 minutes. Mate top and bottom of cabinet with pin-slide hinge, bolt on legs, screw ScoreKeeper posts to goal wall ledge.

You won't find all these features in ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER'S TABLE!

Inclusions
- Cabinet Construction: 1 1/2"-thick bushing walls. Enclosed bottom.
- Cabinet Aprons (sides): 17 5/8" deep.
- Cabinet Mechanism: Zinc-plated, pin-slide hinges (quick remove). Dual cabinet locks.
- Goal Walls: 3/4"-Thick MDF protective-covered with "Brilliant White" high pressure laminate. (Interior side walls also high pressure laminate.)
- Playfield: 4-sided support — Extends underneath GOAL walls, also under the SIDE/bushing walls. Reinforced with aluminum rails.
- Solid Legs: 3 1/2" x 5 1/2", bolted to 1 1/2" thick underside mounting pads.
- QPQ Rods: .156" wall thickness.
- Aluminum Truing Rails: 24" long 1 1/2" aluminum channel is fitted on both sides of the table to align and rigidly true the top & bottom cabinetry together as one unit when closed. Front-mounted tongues serve as alignment guides.
- Independently Locked Cash Box: Fully enclosed & keyed differently than cabinet. Thus, cabinet can be unlocked for service and supplies yet cash box remains secure. The cash box must be unlocked and removed before its sliding top door can be opened and cash accessed.
- Vertical-4 Push Chute Mechanism: The reliability "workhorse." A Vertical-5 mechanism can be substituted without cabinet alterations.
- Wide Mouth Ball Return Chute: The collection tray/chute which captures and returns the balls to the holding pen is exceptionally wide and deep to minimize plugging — whether intentional or a result of accumulated debris entering goal drops. Tray/chute walls extend up to the underside of the playfield so balls cannot jump out, always return to the holding pen.
- Pool-Table-Style Ball Release Mechanism: The arm of the Push Chute coin mechanism swings open the Ball Release Gate, dispensing the 9 balls stored in the pen. The simplicity of this type of mechanical dispensing system has been used coin-op pool tables for years.
The Shield

Features you'll love:

**Precision-Molded, Friction Reducing Nylon BUSHINGS**
- Molded, high tolerance Nylon-6 — internal diameter precisely fitted to rods, external diameter precisely fitted to cabinet mounts.
- Marriage of high-lubricity materials — Nylon bushings with PQP rods — results in unprecedented play performance with minimal friction wear & nominal “singing” when rods are moved rapidly.
- Dual-pin face locks to inside walls — bushings can't move with rod rotation.
- 8 “Fingers” spring lock on outer wall — compress to remove for service.
- Rods ride on just 4 points inside bushing surface — deters rod binding when pressure is applied to handles ("Roll-Over" shots).

**Play-Engineered MEN, ABS Construction**
- Designed with 3D Imaging Technology for maximum power delivery & ball control, incredible durability.
- Counterbalanced — rod-mounted men remain where “parked” anywhere within 360°.
- ABS is injected longitudinally (through end of foot) for maximum material strength — maintains long polymer chain.
- Computer stress-tested at ball speeds exceeding 100 MPH.
- Spirals pins grip ABS men — hold solidly to rods.
- Men are designed so that a substantially greater amount of surface area is gripping the rod, increasing the rigidity of the man-to-rods connection.
- Foot size, angles, relief pattern & beveling substantially enhance ball capture, control, and shooting. Deep cut, 880-tooth pattern.

**Turned Wood on Stainless” SCRee KEEPER**
- Precision-positioned atop goals to afford players “blink of the eye” reference to opposing goal box.

**Genuine, Natural Rubber Compression BUMPERS**
- 55A density genuine black rubber, heat formed & control cured. Provides optimum shock cushioning for internal cabinet wall.
- Uniquely designed bumper locks over shoulder lip of outboard man — can’t “walk” on rod.
- Bumper width and “compressibility” enables capture of ball when against side walls.

**Full, Regulation sized PLAYFIELD, Clear-Encased Graphics.**
- Finely stippled play surface — exceptionally fast play without sacrificing ball control.
- Regulation playfield, 47” Long x 27” Wide.
- Precisely positioned graphics, unique alternating-green background (“cut grass”).

- **“Stay in Play”**
  - Raises ball from wall
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**Iti Pro Foos™ Difference.**

You’ll find in EVERY Shelti Pro Foos table.

**Three-Man GOALIE — Full Field Play**
- Extends ball reach to corners of table, eliminates need for corner risers to keep ball in play.
- Provides play-control of full field.

**Play in Play™ PLAYFIELD TRIM**
- Raises ball just enough to keep it out from wall & in play.

**Side BALL RETURN**
- Easy to retrieve balls from play position.
- Edge-dressed “wide mouth” opening for ready access.

**Spiral PINS lock Men & Handles to Rods**
- Rolled, double-wound steel pin — “lip” cuts into material as installed, grips tightly.

**Heavy, Solid-Core “Beam” LEGS**
- 450 lb. capacity threaded foot levelers (counter bored into legs). Broad foot with hex shank (wrench adjustable) and locking nut.

**Commercial Grade, Hand-Fitted CABINET — Triple-Fastened**
- Premium-grade “A” Fiberboard (MDF) construction.
- Precision fitted, then triple-fastened — screwed, doweled & glued. Hand sanded.
- High-pressure decorative laminate bonded to full outer cabinet, including top, AFTER assembly & sanding. Finish trimmed & detailed. No joint covering plates, no exposed cabinet-joining fasteners on inner or outer walls. Furniture quality.
- Side Ball Return — interior chute transports balls from both Goal Traps. No need for players to move from play positions to retrieve balls.
- Playfield oversized to extend under, and attach to, goal walls — increases cabinet strength, provides fully rigid play surface throughput for consistent ball response.
- Brushed-aluminum Goal Trap pan.
- “Rattle Board” mounted in Goal Trap — sounds goal made.

**Hardwood, Pinned HANDLES — Octagonal**
- “Hard Edge” octagonal shape for a firm, no-slip hand grip. Edges serve as friction-grip points if wraps are used.
- Spiral pin grips full thickness of handle thru rod — no movement.
- Consistent pin positioning enables players to determine how men are positioned by feel.

**Ball Server**
- Ball groove holds ball in poised position. Serving holes slightly offset center to allow serving player to use his own 5-man rod.

**Injection-Molded, Abrasive-Roughened BALLS**
- Solid core Urethane balls — almost indestructible.
- Centerless ground — true roll.
- Surface abraded in Grit Tumbler — enhanced man-to-ball grip.
- Optimal hardness/qualities ratio — the pinnacle combination of hardness for fast play (impact response) and pliability for gripping (capturing, pinning & maneuvering).

**INCLUDED**
- Set of 12 balls.
- Pin Punch & Rod Support Block.
- 7 ml Dispenser “Super Lube” rod oil.
- Suspended PTFE particles bond to rod surface. Uniquely “slippery,” non-toxic & biodegradable. CONTAINS NO HAZARDOUS SILICONES.
- Table Soccer Rules Poster.
- Assembly Instructions and Parts Description.

**HAND CRAFTED BY SHELTI • Bay City, Michigan**
A seasoned team of table game specialists. Over 100 years of combined experience in the design and manufacture of game tables.
Pro Foos™ III - Coin
The “Full Foos” Table — Full Power, Full Ball Control

Shelti tables play HARD & FAST American Style, AND provide FULL BALL CONTROL European style. Catch, pin & release, block, pass and bank shots like never before! Created by a seasoned team of table game specialists, with over 100 years of combined experience in the design and manufacture of coin-operated game tables.

- Includes all features on reverse side.
- Cabinet Construction: 1 1/2"-thick bushing walls. Enclosed bottom.
- Cabinet Aprons (sides): 17 5/8” deep.
- Cabinet Mechanism: Zinc-plated, pin-slide hinges (quick remove). Dual cabinet locks.
- Goal Walls: 3/4"-Thick MDF protective-covered with “Brilliant White” high pressure laminate. (Interior side walls also high pressure laminate.)
- Playfield: 4-sided support — Extends underneath GOAL walls, also under the SIDE/bushing walls. Reinforced with aluminum rails.
- Solid Legs: 3 1/2” x 5 1/2”, bolted to 1 1/2” thick underside mounting pads.
- QPQ Rods: .156” wall thickness.
- Aluminum Truing Rails: 24” long 1 1/2” aluminum channel is fitted on both sides of the table to align and rigidly true the top & bottom cabinetry together as one unit when closed. Front-mounted tongues serve as alignment guides.
- Independently Locked Cash Box: Fully enclosed & keyed differently than cabinet. Thus, cabinet can be unlocked for service and supplies yet cash box remains secure. The cash box must be unlocked and removed before its sliding top door can be opened and cash accessed.
- Vertical-4 Push Chute Mechanism: The reliability “workhorse.” A Vertical-5 mechanism can be substituted without cabinet alterations.
- Wide Mouth Ball Return Chute: The collection tray/chute which captures and returns the balls to the holding pen is exceptionally wide and deep to minimize plugging — whether intentional or a result of accumulated debris entering goal drops. Tray/chute walls extend up to the underside of the playfield so balls cannot jump out, always return to the holding pen.
- 9-Ball Vend Mechanism: The arm of the Push Chute coin mechanism swings open the Ball Release Gate, dispensing the 9 balls stored in the pen.

Assembly
Approximately 15 minutes. Mate top and bottom of cabinet with pin-slide hinge, bolt on legs, screw ScoreKeeper posts to goal wall ledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Shipping Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length: 56”</td>
<td>142.2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width: 30”</td>
<td>76.2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50” with rods</td>
<td>127 cm with rods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height: 36”</td>
<td>91.4 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apron: 17 5/8”</td>
<td>44.8 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>